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The identification of cells responsible
for metastasis and their routes of dis-
semination is critical for understand-
ing the characteristics that engender
metastatic potential.

DNA sequencing of primary tumours
and metastases from the same patient
enables the reconstruction of the evolu-
tionary steps of metastasis, but the
accuracy of this strategy is reliant on
comprehensive sampling of both.
Metastasis is a complex process and the leading cause of cancer-related death
globally. Recent studies have demonstrated that genomic sequencing data from
paired primary andmetastatic tumours can be used to trace the evolutionary origins
of cells responsible for metastasis. This approach has yielded new insights into the
genomic alterations that engender metastatic potential, and the mechanisms by
which cancer spreads. Given that the reliability of these approaches is contingent
upon how representative the samples are of primary andmetastatic tumour hetero-
geneity, we review insights from studies that have reconstructed the evolution of
metastasis within the context of their cohorts and designs. We discuss the role of
research autopsies in achieving the comprehensive sampling necessary to advance
the current understanding of metastasis.
Research autopsy studies overcome the
limitations of tissue sampling in living
patients, thereby providing the detailed
view of themetastatic landscape needed
to inform an understanding of the biolog-
ical underpinnings of metastasis and ap-
proaches to prevent its onset.
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Tracing the steps of metastasis using genomics
Metastasis is a multi-step process wherein primary tumour cells spread to a distant anatomical
site [1]. During this process, cells leave the primary tumour by invading surrounding tissues,
intravasate into blood and lymphatic systems, where they migrate until they arrest, extravasate
into new organ sites, and proliferate into micro- then clinically detectable metastases [2]. Despite
the inefficiency of this process, many patients with cancer suffer metastatic disease at diagnosis
and, given thatmetastasis is the leading cause of cancer-relatedmortality [3], there remains a clin-
ical need to better understand its biological underpinnings.

To successfully metastasise, cancer cells require a set of phenotypic traits that overcome biolog-
ical barriers unique to each step of the process, subsequently referred to as ‘metastatic potential’.
These include, but are not limited to, the ability to permeate blood vessels, to withstand detach-
ment from the extracellular matrix, to evade immune elimination, and to adapt to conditions of
foreign tissues [4]. Understanding the genetic basis and molecular mechanisms of these pheno-
types, as well as how they contribute to cancer dissemination, could inform strategies to prevent
and treat this lethal condition [5].

Identifying cancer cells capable of metastasising and their routes of dissemination is complex,
since it involves tracking the migration of cells from the primary tumour to metastases, between
metastases [6], and even frommetastases back to the primary tumour in caseswhere the primary
remains in situ [7]. Recent studies demonstrated that DNA-sequencing data from primary tumour
and metastasis samples from the same patient can be used to accomplish this task by allowing
the evolutionary history of the subpopulations of genetically distinct cancer cells, or ‘clones’, in
each sample to be reconstructed [8–10] (Box 1). However, the accuracy of this approach de-
pends on how representative the samples are of a patient’s primary tumour and metastatic bur-
den. Heterogeneity within an individual primary tumour or metastasis (intratumour heterogeneity)
implies that a single region sample may not detect all clones present in that tumour. Similarly,
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heterogeneity between distinct metastases from the same patient (intermetastasis heterogeneity)
implies that sampling only a subset of existing metastases may not detect clones unique to the
unsampled sites. In most solid cancer types, primary tumours are recognised to have extensive
intratumour heterogeneity [11] and, thus, require multiregion sampling to adequately characterise
their clonal composition [12–14]. The degree of intratumour heterogeneity in metastases has not
been systematically investigated, but studies that include multiple metastases from the same pa-
tient have demonstrated significant intermetastasis heterogeneity [6,9,10,15–19]. Since the iden-
tification of metastasising cells and approaches to reconstruct their dissemination patterns rely on
the accurate identification of clones within the primary tumour and metastases (Box 1),
deciphering the steps of metastasis using DNA sequencing necessitates studies that employ
comprehensive multiregion and multisite sampling. Although this approach leverages the pro-
gressive accumulation of somatic mutations over time to infer the steps involved in the metastatic
transition, its resolution is limited to the clones present at the time of sampling. Therefore, the ad-
ditional collection of samples, such as circulating tumour DNA or circulating tumour cells, which
can provide information about clonal dynamics in the interval between tissue sampling [21–23],
has potential to further enhance the accuracy with which metastatic progression can be traced.

Here, we review genomic sequencing studies that have aimed to gain insight into the metastatic
process through the reconstruction of its evolutionary steps. We first summarise the designs of
studies that have enabled the acquisition of primary tumour and metastasis pairs, which are
fundamental requirements to this approach. We focus on findings relating to two key aspects
of metastasis examined in these studies: the characteristics that endow metastatic potential,
and the modes and routes by which cancer disseminates. For each, we consider how tumour
heterogeneity combined with constraints on sampling might influence the reliability of
conclusions, and how this might be overcome. Finally, we describe our experience within the
Posthumous Evaluation of Advanced Cancer Environment (PEACE; NCT03004755) autopsy
programme and discuss ways that future studies could be designed to address outstanding
questions. Although we focus here on the utility of DNA sequencing in studying metastatic
progression, a complete picture of the metastatic cascade will require an understanding of
the contribution of nongenetic characteristics of cancer cells [24,25] to metastatic potential,
and the role of tumour extrinsic factors, including tumour microenvironment changes [26,27]
and metastatic niche priming [28,29], as well as cell–cell interactions [30,31], in mediating
dissemination and colonisation.

Research autopsies facilitate the study of primary-metastasis pairs
Establishing cohorts of patients from whom both primary and metastatic tumour tissues are
available is challenging: unlike primary tumours, metastases are infrequently resected, and the
clinical management of metastatic disease usually necessitates a sample of either a patient’s
primary tumour or metastasis, but rarely both.

One approach to overcoming this challenge is to identify opportune clinical pathways that enable
the collection of paired primary and metastatic tumours, and embed studies with strategic de-
signs within these pathways. In various cancer types, including colorectal [32–34], endometrial
[35], melanoma [18], renal [12,36], breast [37], and, recently, lung [38], for which surgery is the
mainstay of treatment for patients with localised disease, studies have collected resected primary
tumour tissue at the time of surgery, often enabling multiregion sampling, and subsequent biopsy
or metastasectomy samples in the event of disease relapse. Such cohorts enable the study of
temporal dynamics (from diagnosis to relapse or progression), but are limited in their assessment
of spatial variation between distinct metastatic sites, since fewmetastases are feasibly sampled in
each patient.
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Research autopsies overcome many of the limitations of collecting tissue for research from living
patients. Research autopsy studies conducted on patients with breast [16,17,22,25,27,39–43],
prostate [6,44–47], skin [48–50,121], pancreatic [51–55], lung [56–63], ovarian [64], brain [65],
gastrointestinal [66–70], renal [36,71], and urothelial [72,73] cancers have demonstrated the fea-
sibility of this approach, with a view to sampling both diseased and normal tissues to support
basic or translational research [74]. They are particularly valuable in the metastatic cancer setting
because macroscopic pathological examination enables the collection of a set of samples that
are representative of a patient’s full metastatic burden at the time of death. In patients whose pri-
mary tumour is still in situ at the time of death, research autopsies enable simultaneous sampling
of both primary and metastatic tissue. Furthermore, larger tissue samples can be collected
allowing for the integration of multiple parallel analyses, including cell line, organoid and xenograft
model generation [75], and studies of the tumour microenvironment [71].

Study design influences cohort characteristics
The clinical setting from which a study acquires its tumour samples (surgical resection, biopsies,
or research autopsies) will determine the type, quantity, timepoints, and breadth of tissue
available for downstream analyses, and the biological questions that can be addressed. Conse-
quently, studies of primary–metastasis pairs conducted over the past decade have varied
substantially in terms of number of analysed samples and patients, as well as the type of
sequencing performed, each of which might influence inferences about the genetic determinants
of metastatic potential and routes of dissemination.

Primary–metastasis studies that collect samples from surgeries or biopsies have included a greater
number of patients (median 12, range 3–170) compared with research autopsy studies (median 5,
range 2–63). Meanwhile, research autopsy studies have included a greater number of
metastasis samples per patient (median 5, range 1–14) compared with studies of surgery or
biopsy samples (median 2, range 1–7), highlighting the trade-off between representativeness of a
patient population and representativeness of intermetastatic heterogeneity between these study de-
signs (Figure 1A). Multiregion sequencing was performed on approximately half of primary tumours
in the studies surveyed irrespective of the sample acquisition strategy (Figure 1B). By contrast,
multiregion sequencing of metastases was rarely performed and notably infrequent in research
autopsy studies despite tissue availability (Figure 1B,C). Furthermore, primary tumour tissue was
not available for 37% of patients enrolled in research autopsy studies (Figure 1C), precluding recon-
struction of primary to metastasis evolution and dissemination patterns in these patients.

It is not known how the number of metastases sequenced in these studies relates to the actual
number of metastases and extent of heterogeneity present at the time of sampling. As such,
how representative the sequenced samples are of a patient’s disease burden, and the degree
to which inferences about the metastasising cells and their route of dissemination recapitulate
the full complexity of the metastatic process, cannot be determined. Therefore, considering the
findings of primary–metastasis studies to date within the context of their cohort characteristics
will help identify unmet needs in metastasis research and inform the design of future studies.
The following sections summarise insights into the genetic features of metastatic potential and
dissemination afforded by these studies.

Genomic characteristics that drive metastatic potential
Genomic alterations can be categorised according to their impact on cancer cell phenotypes:
those that confer a fitness or proliferative advantage are termed ‘drivers’, while the rest are termed
‘passengers’. The identification of drivers of tumorigenesis has led to the development of thera-
pies that target these alterations and improved patient outcomes [76–78]. Similar approaches
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Figure 1. Research autopsies enablemultisite sampling of metastases but vary in the availability of paired primary tumours andmultiregion sequencing.
The data presented in (A–C) were collated from studies of primary-metastasis pairs and autopsy studies that included genomic sequencing data conducted from 2010 to
present. Studies including a single patient, patients with nonsolid tumour types, or paediatric patients and studies from which cohort information was not publicly available
were excluded. (A) Comparison of the number of individual metastases sampled per patient in studies that collected tissue from surgeries or biopsies (purple) versus
studies that collected tissue from research autopsies (orange). Each dot represents a study. (B) Comparison of the fraction of primary tumours or metastases that were
multiregion sequenced (grey) or single-region sequenced (white) in studies that collected tissue from surgeries or biopsies (purple) or research autopsies (orange).
(C) Summary of the number of patients and tumour type (top panel), the number of single region (light green) and multiregion (dark green) metastasis samples (middle
panel), and the number of single region (light blue) and multiregion (dark blue) primary tumour samples (bottom panel) in the research autopsy studies performed from
2010 to present. Corresponding references: [6,16,17,22,25,27,36,39–42,45,48–52,54–56,58–63,66,68,70–73,114,115].
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have been taken to identify the genomic alterations that enable cancer cells to metastasise, in the
hope that these alterations could be exploited to prevent or treat metastasis.

To identify genes that may be implicated in metastasis, large pan-cancer studies have compared
the frequency of somatic mutations and copy number alterations in individual genes in metasta-
ses to the frequency of these alterations in unpaired primary tumours [79–83]. The two largest of
these studies to date (the MSK-MET cohort, comprising 10 143 panel sequenced metastases,
and the Hartwig Medical Foundation cohort, comprising 2250 whole-genome sequencedmetas-
tases) both found TP53 and CDKN2A to be the most frequently altered genes in metastases
compared with unpaired primary tumours [79,82]. These and other studies consistently report
that the frequency of alterations in previously described cancer driver genes, including PIK3CA,
APC, PTEN, and MYC, and the overall burden of copy number alterations, including whole-
genome duplication events, exceed the rates observed in primary tumours [79–84]. In their
analysis of the Hartwig Medical Foundation cohort, Priestley and colleagues also identified
genes previously uncharacterised in primary tumours [85], including MLK4, a mixed-lineage
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Box 1. Identifying metastasising cells and their routes of dissemination

Subpopulations of cancer cells, or ‘clones’, can be identified within primary or metastatic tumour tissue by their unique complement of somatic mutations and genomic
alterations identified using bulk DNA sequencing [116,117]. The ancestral relationships between these clones can then be reconstructed using existing tumour phylogenetic
methods [118,119]. The resulting phylogenetic tree encodes information about the ancestral state of these clones, which can be leveraged to infer which clones have
metastasised and their route of dissemination. For example, knowing that the ancestor of a clone found in metastasis M2 was previously present in a different metastasis
M1 leads to the hypothesis that M2might have been seeded by a cell or cells of a clone originating fromM1 (Figure I). To resolve the most plausible routes of dissemination,
computational methods that use statistical or combinatorial approaches have recently been developed [8–10,38,112].

TrendsTrends inin CancerCancer

Figure I. Inferring metastasising cells and their routes of dissemination from DNA-sequencing data. (A) DNA sequencing is performed on one or multiple
regions from the primary tumour (blue) and metastasis (green for metastasis M1 and orange for metastasis M2). (B) Tumour phylogenetic trees are reconstructed from
DNA-sequencing data and describe tumour ancestral relationships such that: leaf nodes correspond to tumour clones observed in sequenced samples (coloured by the
anatomical site in which they have been observed); internal nodes correspond to ancestral unobserved clones; and edges represent parental relationships. In addition,
the root of the tree (white) corresponds to normal cells and the founder cancer clone is assumed to have been present in the primary tumour (coloured in blue). The site of
ancestral clones is generally unknown but can be inferred by evaluating different plausible scenarios (an example is depicted by the green arrow for one ancestral clone).
(C) Routes of metastatic cell disseminations (coloured edges) are inferred by existing computational methods (in the example, two inferred migrations correspond to the
most parsimonious scenario). Drivers of metastatic dissemination (lightning symbols) can be identified by analysing the genomic alterations identified in the inferred
metastasising clones. (D) Routes of disseminations (arrows) explain which cells have seeded each metastasis and whether these cells have disseminated from
primary tumours (green arrow) or from other metastases (orange arrow).
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kinase involved in the regulation of JNK, P38, and ERK signalling pathways, and ZFPM1,
encoding a zinc-finger transcription factor protein, to be enriched in pan-cancer and breast
cancer metastases, respectively [79].

The identification of recurrently altered genes in metastases in these studies could result from
several biological scenarios. First, many of the alterations enriched in metastases will confer resis-
tance to therapy, because a greater proportion of metastases are sampled after treatment. For
example, ESR1 is frequently mutated or epigenetically altered in breast cancer metastases
treated with endocrine therapies [22,25,86] and alterations in the androgen receptor pathway
are frequent in prostate cancer metastases treated with androgen blockade [45,87]. Second,
genomic alterations enriched in metastases may provide a survival advantage to disseminated
clones faced with tissue site-specific selective pressures. Nguyen and colleagues described
differences in the prevalence of genomic alterations across metastatic sites within cancer
types, such as TP53 mutations, TERT amplification, and EGFR mutations in brain metastases
arising from primary lung adenocarcinoma, suggesting that certain alterations may equip clones
to thrive in specific tissue types [82].

A third explanation for the enrichment of certain genomic alterations in metastases is that they
confer the ability to metastasise, but do not confer a growth advantage within the primary tumour
Trends in Cancer, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx 5
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Box 2. Influence of sampling on metastatic migration inference

Failing to sample an existing metastatic site that is involved in a metastasis-to-metastasis migration would result in an underestimation of the prevalence of metastasis-
to-metastasis migrations and overestimation of primary-to-metastasis migrations (Figure IB). A similar consequence would occur if, due to the illusion of clonality
[12,120], a single region biopsy failed to identify all the founding clones within a metastasis (Figure IC). Since the identification of cells capable of metastasising and
an assessment of their metastatic potential requires an accurate inference of metastatic migrations routes, robust conclusions about the drivers and steps of metastasis
will necessitate comprehensive sampling.

TrendsTrends inin CancerCancer

Figure I. Undersampling metastases impacts the inference of metastatic migrations. (A) A ground truth scenario is provided in which cells from two clones
(blue and purple) migrate from the primary tumour to the liver, where they seed a polyclonal metastasis, M1. The blue and purple cell populations expand within
metastasis M1 (indicated by the increasing width of the fishplot) and the purple clone gives rise to a descendant clone (green). One or more cells from the green
clone migrate from M1 in the liver to the brain, where they seed a monoclonal metastasis, M2. The routes of dissemination (arrows coloured to match the clonal
lineage of the migrating cells) involve a primary-to-metastasis migration and metastasis-to-metastasis migration. (B) If the primary tumour and metastasis M2 but not
metastasis M1 were sampled (broken boxes), the ancestral relationship between the purple clone and the green clone would lead to the incorrect inference
(indicated by red text) that cells from only one clone (purple) migrated from the primary to metastasis M2, thereby missing the presence of a polyclonal seeding event
and a metastasis-to-metastasis migration. (C) If the primary tumour and both metastases were sampled, but a single region biopsy of metastasis M1 does not
capture the presence of the green clone, the polyclonal seeding event from the primary tumour to metastasis M1 would be identified but the metastasis-to-
metastasis migration between metastasis M1 and M2 would not. Instead, the route inferred would incorrectly include an additional migration from the primary
tumour to metastasis M2.
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[88]. Such alterations may be present in minor clones within the primary tumour and not
appreciable in bulk sequencing data until the cells disseminate and colonise a distant metasta-
tic site. Distinguishing these metastatic potential-conferring alterations from alterations that
arise in metastases in response to therapy or tissue-specific pressures (described above) is
critical for understanding the biological processes governing metastasis and, crucially, requires
paired primary tumour and metastasis samples to be available for comparison [88]. In studies
of primary–metastasis pairs alterations in known cancer drivers, typically acquired early in primary
tumour evolution, were usually shared between the primary tumour and metastases
[27,36,37,40,51,89]. However, the acquisition of additional alterations specific to clones that
metastasise has also been described [35–37]. For example, the availability of multiregion sampling
of primary renal cell carcinomas and paired metastases enabled Turajlic and colleagues to distin-
guish metastasising clones in the primary tumour from clones that did not metastasise [36]. Com-
parison of the genomic characteristics of these clones revealed that metastasising clones were
characterised by chromosomal instability and were enriched for deletions in chromosomes 14q
and 9p, encompassing CDKN2A/B, relative to those that did not metastasise [36].

Nevertheless, the number of potential metastatic drivers identified to date is limited [80,88]. A
possible explanation for this, suggested by recent studies, is that metastasising cells only com-
prise a small fraction (<3%) of the total cells within primary tumours and metastases and, as
such, their alterations are not readily appreciable in bulk DNA-sequencing data from single-region
samples [36,90–95]. Beyond the improved ability to detect and characterise metastasising
clones afforded by multiregion tissue sampling, single cell DNA and RNA-sequencing technolo-
gies are likely to further enhance the resolution with which metastatic clones can be studied by
revealing the impact of genomic alterations on clone phenotypes [96–99]. Moreover, the applica-
tion of these technologies to circulating tumour cells can provide insight into the genomic and
phenotypic features that influence the intermediate steps of the metastatic cascade, such as sur-
vival in the circulation and tissue colonisation [21], which may not be fully captured by studying
primary and metastatic tumour tissue.

The clonal origins of seeding cells and metastases
A further challenge in identifying features that confer metastatic potential is that the ability to
metastasise is likely to be context specific. Through the application of a lineage-tracer system
to a mouse model of metastasis, Quinn and colleagues revealed that tumour clones
characterised by distinct transcriptional drivers have predilections for disseminating at different
paces, to specific sites, and along particular routes, indicating that the metastatic phenotype is
a continuum [20]. Therefore, knowledge not only of which cells metastasise, but also their routes,
destinations, and propensity to do sowill be important to reveal the full range of biological features
that underpin metastasis.

The classical model of cancer progression suggests that metastases are founded or ‘seeded’ by
a single progenitor cell that disseminates from the primary tumour [1,100]. However, several
genomic sequencing studies have found metastases comprised of multiple clones from distinct
evolutionary branches, indicating that cells belonging to more than one clone must have migrated
to that site [6,16,17,27,34,36,91,101,102]. To distinguish these scenarios, metastases that have
been seeded by a cell or cells from a single clone are termed ‘monoclonal’, while metastases that
have been seeded by cells from multiple clone lineages are termed ‘polyclonal’.

Whether metastases are monoclonal or polyclonal has implications for how we understand
metastatic potential. Polyclonal metastases can arise from a single migration of multiple cells in
a cluster or from multiple migrations of individual cells [103–105]. In the former scenario,
Trends in Cancer, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx 7
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cooperation between cells from different clones may engender metastatic potential [92,93]. In the
latter, multiple distinct clones may acquire metastatic potential through independent mechanisms
[18,66,106,107]. Furthermore, the greater genetic diversity inherent to polyclonal metastases
could provide a substrate for the development of therapy resistance [11].

The reported prevalence of monoclonal and polyclonal metastases varies across studies. Some
of this variation may be accounted for by differences in definitions used, which we have
endeavoured to harmonise here for comparison. In an analysis of 457 paired primary tumour
and metastasis samples from 136 patients with breast, colorectal, or lung cancer, Hu and
colleagues reported that monoclonal metastases were more common than were polyclonal
metastases (76% vs. 24%) [91]. In this study, 80% of primary tumour and metastasis biopsies
were single region and single site. In three studieswith a greater number of multiregion andmultisite
metastasis samples, monoclonal metastases were also more common than were polyclonal
metastases, but one or more polyclonal metastases were observed in 50% of patients with
prostate cancer [6], 73% with breast cancer [102], and 100% with ovarian cancer [9]. Taken
together, these studies indicate that metastases can result from the migration of a cell or cells
from a single clonal lineage or from the migration of cells from multiple clonal lineages and both
modes of spread can coexist in the same patient.

The mono- or polyclonality of metastases provides an indication of the number of clones that have
successfully metastasised. As such, variation in the prevalence of polyclonal metastases across
organ sites might reveal differences in how ‘permissive’ certain tissue types are to colonisation.
Corroborating this notion, multiple studies have reported that lymph node metastases are more
likely to be polyclonal compared with distant metastases [32,34,91,108]. Several properties of
lymph nodes might support the survival of metastasising cells relative to distant sites, including
the shorter distance between the site of origin and the nearest draining lymph node [109], the re-
duced mechanical stress during migration within the lymphatic system [110], and the less hostile
chemical composition of lymph comparedwith blood [111]. These properties culminate in selective
pressures distinct from those endured by cancer cells migrating to distant sites, reflected by
differences in the genomic composition of lymph node and distant metastases [91]. Moreover,
the observation that fewer clones successfully seed distant metastases implies that the clones
that do may be particularly efficient at metastasising and, thus, may provide insight into the char-
acteristics that confer metastatic potential.

Beyond anatomical boundaries, chemotherapy would be expected to impose an additional
barrier to metastasis. Hu and colleagues found that metastases exposed to therapy were more
likely to be monoclonal, in keeping with therapy reducing the number of successful seeding
events. Moreover, in contrast to untreated metastases, they found evidence that treatment-
exposed metastases were more likely to be seeded by a minor clone within the primary tumour
equipped with subclonal driver alterations [91]. These findings have several implications of clinical
importance. First, the clones that give rise to metastases in patients treated with adjuvant chemo-
therapy, even if fewer, are likely to be chemotherapy resistant and, thus, may contribute to treat-
ment failure in patents with metastatic cancer. Second, exposure to therapy can remodel the
clonal architecture of metastases and, therefore, may account for some of the variation in the
prevalence of polyclonal metastases reported in the literature. Given that most metastases in stud-
ies of primary–metastasis pairs are sampled after exposure to therapy, the prevalence of polyclonal
metastases in the natural disease course is likely to be greater than currently appreciated [91].

In silico simulations [91] and analyses of multiregion sampledmetastases [38] have demonstrated
that multiregion sequencing of primary tumours and metastases together increases the accuracy
8 Trends in Cancer, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx
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of classifying monoclonal and polyclonal seeding compared with single-region sampling. There-
fore, sufficient sampling of metastases such that polyclonality, if present, can be detected, is
critical to understand the selective pressures that shape patterns of metastatic dissemination
and, ultimately, the genetic characteristics of metastases.

Routes of cancer dissemination
Until recently, the cells that seed metastases were thought to originate from a single source:
the primary tumour. However, studies in which multiple metastatic sites were sequenced have
revealed the possibility that metastases can additionally be seeded by cells from other metasta-
ses [6,9,16–19,102]. This possibility supports the idea that several cells and several successive
migrations contribute to the patterns of metastatic disease. One implication of this more complex
model of metastasis is that the frequency and route of migrations are likely to determine the extent
of clonal diversity found in metastases [107]. Given that a greater degree of tumour heterogeneity
provides a substrate for therapy resistance [11], the specific steps that culminate inmetastasis may
influence therapy response rates. Furthermore, tracing migration routes of cells between organ
sites could provide insight into cellular traits that facilitate survival within certain tissue microenviron-
ments (or ‘soils’) [1] or, conversely, traits that enable cells to colonise a multitude of tissues, thus
characterising the full spectrum of metastatic potential [20].

Studies that have traced the routes of metastatic migrations have described two dominant patterns:
one in which multiple metastases are seeded by cells from the primary tumour, and another in which
cells from ametastasis, originally seeded by the primary tumour, go on to seed anothermetastasis in
a sequential manner. Noorani and colleagues found that, in ten patients with oesophageal cancer,
metastases were seeded by cells from multiple clones from the primary tumour in parallel, a
pattern they term the ‘clonal diaspora’, with no evidence of metastasis-to-metastasis migrations
[66]. By contrast, in a cohort of ten patients with metastatic breast cancer who underwent research
autopsies, sequential seeding ofmetastases bymetastaseswas observed in all cases [16]. Gundem
and colleagues also reported that metastasis-to-metastasis migrations were common in an autopsy
cohort, occurring in eight out of ten patients with metastatic prostate cancer [6].

These studies interpreted the ancestral–descendant relationship between clones in two sites to
represent the migration of cells. However, a cellular migration is not always a linear, unidirectional
process and, therefore, it is not equivalent to a phylogenetic relationship; neither does the phylo-
genetic tree topology encode the anatomical location of ancestral clones [8,10,112]. Instead, re-
solving cell migrations between a primary tumour and multiple metastatic sites requires a method
to determine the most likely combination of all possible migration routes. MACHINA is a compu-
tational algorithm that implements a theoretical framework based on the principle of maximum
parsimony, that the most likely combination will involve the least number of migrations, to deter-
mine the migration pattern [10]. Applied to the cohort of patients with prostate cancer
presented by Gundem and colleagues [6], MACHINA corroborated the presence of polyclonal
metastases, but inferred alternative migration routes. In three patients, parallel seeding of
all metastases from the primary was found to be more likely than the originally inferred
metastasis-to-metastasis migrations [10]. Alternative more simple migration routes were also
identified when MACHINA was applied to previously published series of patients with breast
[17] or ovarian cancer [9], highlighting that uncertainty in bulk sequencing data and lack of an
evolution-based statistical framework for determining migration routes can impede inferences
regarding how cancer progresses.

An additional factor confounding the accurate inference of migration routes is the number of
primary tumour regions and metastases sampled per patient. El Kebir and colleagues evaluated
Trends in Cancer, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx 9
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Outstanding questions
Does de novometastatic disease follow
the same pattern of progression as
early-stage disease that subsequently
relapses? It is unknown whether the
patterns of metastatic dissemination
observed in studies to date are repre-
sentative of the pace and sequence of
events that occur in patients who pres-
ent with de novo metastatic disease.
These patients are often excluded
from translational research studies be-
cause they do not undergo resection
of their primary tumour and rarely have
multiregion biopsies taken during their
clinical course. By contrast, patients
who present with de novo metastatic
disease comprise approximately half of
the participants in research autopsy
studies. A study recruiting patients
with operable early-stage disease
alongside patients with de novometas-
tatic disease that collects samples ap-
propriate to the clinical setting during
life and includes a research autopsy at
the end of life would begin to address
this important outstanding question.

How does therapy influence the pace
and routes of metastasis? Research
autopsy studies have consistently
identified multiple, parallel alterations
associated with therapy resistance
across different metastatic sites. Due
to the absence of samples taken from
the same patients at earlier timepoints,
the ability of these studies to map
the order and timing of such alterations,
which could be exploited to optimise
therapeutic approaches, has been
limited. The recruitment of patients who
have participated in clinical drug trials,
particularly those from whom
pretherapy tissue samples were
collected, to research autopsy studies
would increase the availability of post-
treatment samples and allow the emer-
gence of therapy resistance to be
tracked over both time and space.
the performance of MACHINA with varying sequencing coverage, sample purity, and number of se-
quenced samples, and found that the number of samples per patient had the largest impact on mi-
gration route precision and recall [10]. The authors did not distinguish between the number of
multisite or multiregion samples, but either could conceivably alter inferred migration routes (Box 2).

Biological rationale for research autopsies
As the complexities of the development of metastasis become apparent, so too do the steps
of the process that need further investigation. These steps are often the most challenging to
study and, as such, progressing the understanding of metastasis will require an approach that
leverages the strengths of past studies and adopts new strategies to overcome their limitations.

The evidence summarised in this review indicates that comprehensive sampling of primary
tumours and metastases at multiple timepoints throughout the disease course, combined with
the use of established bulk and emerging single cell sequencing technologies that enable
accurate mapping of tumour evolution, will be fundamental to understand the determinants of
metastasis. This includes observations that minor clones often have a key role in metastasis
[36,90,92–95], that multiple distinct clones can acquire metastatic potential either individually
[18,66,106] or in cooperation with one another [92,93,103–105], and that the clonal composition
of metastases and metastatic migration routes can be informative as to how selective pressures
can influence the metastatic cascade [20,32,34,91]. The scarcity of studies that include
multiregion sampling of primary tumours and multisite sampling of metastases (3% of patients
in the studies surveyed had both) draws attention to an addressable gap in metastasis research.
Establishing studies with longitudinal tissue acquisition strategies that enable resected primary tu-
mour samples, circulating tumour cells or DNA, and relapse or progression tissue biopsies to be
collected from patients who undergo a research autopsy at the time of death, is oneway to bridge
this gap (see Outstanding questions).

An example of such an approach is being trialled within the context of PEACE, a national research
autopsy programme that recruits patients with metastatic cancer in the UK. With over 380
patients enrolled and over 220 research autopsies performed, PEACE has provided tissue to
support the work of cancer researchers across a range of fields. The PEACE autopsy procedure
involves a review of prior radiological imaging and pathologist-led examination to ensure samples
(multiregion where possible) are taken from all identifiable metastatic sites. The pan-cancer,
multicentre nature of PEACE enables the programme to dovetail with other clinical studies to
create longitudinal datasets particularly suited to studying the progression of cancer from diagno-
sis to death. For example, patients with early-stage non-small cell lung cancer recruited in the
Tracking Cancer Evolution through Therapy (Rx) (TRACERx; NCT01888601) study, who subse-
quently develop metastatic disease, are co-recruited into PEACEwith the aim of studying tumour
evolution from early- to late-stage disease and in response to therapy. For these patients,
multiregion sampling of resected primary tumours and relapse or progression biopsy samples
available through TRACERx, combined with metastases sampled during PEACE research
autopsies, provides the opportunity to reconstruct the steps of tumour evolution, from initiation
to metastasis, while minimising the risk of sampling bias.

Concluding remarks
The capacity to complete the metastatic cascade likely relies on the dynamic cooperation of
cancer cells with one another [31,92], their microenvironment [26], and their host [113].
Disentangling these interactions requires an approach that takes into account both cancer cell-
intrinsic and -extrinsic features, which can be enabled by the large volumes of tissue accessible
through research autopsies. Furthermore, understanding these interactions in the context of
10 Trends in Cancer, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx
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disease setting from early to late stage, and in response to therapy, can be achieved by leveraging
studies of tumour evolution. A combined strategy that incorporates longitudinal genomic studies,
such as TRACERx, with research autopsies, such as PEACE, entailing comprehensive sampling
of all sites of disease, has the real potential to further our current understanding of metastasis
and potentially help identify therapeutic targets that may prevent or delay the onset of new me-
tastases or progression of established metastases.
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